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Water-repellent materials ideally operate at very different liquid scales - from centimeter-size for

bugs living on ponds through millimeter-size for anti-rain functions to micrometer-size for anti-

fogging solids. In the latter situation, it was recently evidenced that microdrops condensing on a

highly non-adhesive substrate can take advantage from coalescence to jump off the material, even if

the dynamical characteristics of the jump were not established at such microscales. We demonstrate

in this paper that the jumping speed of drops is non-monotonic with the drop size, showing a

maximum around 5 µm (a size commonly observed in dew) - below and above which viscous

and inertial effects, respectively, impede the takeoff. We quantitatively describe this optimum

in anti-fogging. We also studied the ballistics of the jumping microdrops, from the height they

reached to their behavior at landing - a situation where re-takeoff is suprisingly found to be nearly

unachievable despite the extreme non-wettability of the material.
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Introduction

Water-repellent materials provide a wide variety of functions, which makes them ubiquitous in the

natural world. Such materials allow creatures to live at the surface of water [1–3] and they repel

water in dynamic conditions (rain) by reflecting impacting millimetric drops [4–6]; these surfaces

are also superaerophilic when immersed in water [7], a property that provides oxygen ressources for

underwater animals, thermal insulation [8–10], anti-biofouling and slip properties [11–14]. Among

these properties, one of the most challenging ones is the ability to repel water at a micrometric

scale, that is, at the scale of the texture responsible for superhydrophobicity. However, it was

recently shown that nanotextured surfaces may self-remove condensing water [15, 16]: growing

droplets coalesce and the excess of surface energy can lead to the departure of the resulting drop.

Considering that surface energy is converted into kinetic energy, the jumping velocity U of the

merged drop scales as
√
γ/ρr, denoting γ as the liquid surface tension, ρ as its density and r as the

radius of the coalescing droplets [15, 17, 18]. It was first reported that only droplets with radius

greater than 10 µm can depart from the substrate [15]. Below this critical radius (≈ 10 µm),

internal viscous dissipation during coalescence was proposed to impede the motion [17, 19].

However, recent experimental and numerical studies have proved that jumping can occur at a much

smaller scale, for r ≈ 5 µm [20, 21], r ≈ 1 µm [22, 23] and even r ≤ 500 nm [18, 24–26]. Both

this threshold and the jumping velocity are material-dependent [17, 19, 23, 26], and modelling

them requires to consider both viscous and adhesive effects at such microscales. Our first aim

in this paper is to shed light on this issue, based on experiments performed on special textures

on which coalescing microdrops systematically take off [22]. We then describe the flight of the

expelled drops, from merging and departure to return to the material. In our investigations, we

measure the maximum height reached by the jumping water, which in natural cases must be large

enough to leave the air boundary layer and to allow the drop to go with the wind - a condition for

achieving a genuine antifogging material [16, 27–30].

We consider water condensation on a silicon surface covered with nanocones inspired by the tex-

tures found on cicada wings [16] (Figure 1a). These surfaces are fabricated by combining block-

copolymer self-assembly with anisotropic plasma etching [31]. The resulting cones have a base

diameter of 52 nm and a height of 115 nm, and they are arranged in a dense hexagonal array.

Chemical vapour deposition of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane makes the surface hy-

drophobic. This treatment on flat silicon gives an advancing water contact angle θ0 = 120 ± 2◦,

a value that jumps to θa = 167 ± 2◦ on the nanocones. The corresponding receding angle is

θr = 157 ± 2◦, which entails a modest hysteresis ∆θ = θa − θr = 10 ± 4◦. Condensation of water

from the atmosphere is triggered by affixing the substrate on a Peltier module, and setting the tem-
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perature at Ts = 3 ± 1◦C, a value below the dew point in the laboratory conditions (temperature

T = 25 ± 1◦C, relative humidity RH = 39 ± 1% and supersaturation S = 1.63 ± 0.26).

Symmetrical merging

Our experiment, sketched in Figure 1b, consists of filming the coalescence of pairs of neighbouring

condensed droplets, simultaneously from above and from aside. Images are captured using syn-

chronized high-speed video-cameras (Photron Fastcam Mini UX100) at a respective rate of 1 kHz

and 40 kHz for top and side views, and connected to a microscope (Infinitube In-line and Nikon

ELWD 20x). The top view allows us to measure the radii of merging droplets, respectively denoted

as r and r′ (r′ < r), and to check that only two-droplet coalescences are considered. We first focus

on symmetric merging for which the radii ratio ε = r′/r is larger than 0.95.
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Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of the nanocones used in this study. The scale indicates
100 nm. (b) Sketch of two non-wetting droplets with radius r merging at a velocity v on hydrophobic
nanocones; the jumping velocity of the resulting drop is denoted as U . (c) Side-view chronophotography
of a jumping drop with radius R = 11.3 ± 0.1 µm resulting from the coalescence of a pair of droplets
with r = 8.9 ± 0.1 µm. Images are separated by 0.125 ms. The drop takes off with a vertical jumping
velocity U = 55 ± 5 cm/s. (d) Plotting the drop velocity ż as a function of time t for the experiment of
Figure 1c provides our definition of the jumping velocity U : it is taken as the maximum of ż. (e) High-
speed photography of a symmetric coalescence of two drops with r = 580 ± 5 µm. Images are separated
by 3.7 ms, except the last one which is at 15.5 ms, when the drop reaches its maximum height. The first
snapshot (at the top left) shows the beginning of the coalescence while the second one corresponds to
takeoff; the measured jumping velocity is U = 7 ± 1 cm/s.

A typical experiment is shown in the chronophotography of Figure 1c, where we observe the takeoff

of a water drop with radius R = 11.3 ± 0.1 µm resulting from the symmetric coalescence of a pair

of droplets with r = 8.9 ± 0.1 µm. Computing the drop position z(t) provides the drop velocity ż

as a function of time (Figure 1d). The jumping (or departure) velocity U is taken as the maximum

of ż(t). A layer of microdroplets sometimes hides the beginning of the jump, which generates an

uncertainty on U on the order of 10%. For the particular case of Figure 1c and 1d, we measure

a jumping velocity U = 55 ± 5 cm/s. We also notice in these figures that the initial acceleration
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of the drop is extremely strong (with a value on the order of 100 g) and that the small size of the

drop makes it highly sensitive to air (quick deceleration, slight deviation from the vertical).

The antifogging ability of our substrate allows us to observe the departure of droplets with radii

r spanning from 1.3 µm to 24 µm [22]. We complemented this interval by also measuring the

coalescence of needle-dispensed drops with radii ranging from 150 µm to 1100 µm. For this second

series of experiments, we make our glass needles superhydrophobic by coating them with a Glaco

solution (Mirror Coat Zero, Soft99) and drying the solution at 250 ◦C for half an hour. A first

droplet is dispensed from a micro-needle and a second one is made the same way until merging

occurs, which is recorded from the side at a rate of 4 kHz. The resulting jumping velocity U is

obtained as previously, but with larger time steps to filter the interface oscillations. Figure 1e

shows the takeoff after merging of two drops with radius r = 580 ± 5 µm. The departure velocity

is U = 7 ± 1 cm/s, much smaller than observed for smaller drops (Figure 1c). In addition, we

notice strong persistent droplet deformations after coalescence, another consequence of the much

larger scale.

The evolution of the jumping velocity U after symmetric coalescence between two drops with ra-

dius r is reported in Figure 2a. We distinguish two families of data that respectively correspond

to condensation (r ≤ 24 µm) and deposition (r ≥ 150 µm). For r > 5 µm, U decreases as r

increases and the data are well-described by the dotted line with slope – 0.5 in the log-log plot.

”Large” drops depart with the inertio-capillary velocity U ∼
√
γ/ρr, as reported by several au-

thors [15, 18, 24], a law extended here down to 5 µm. However, drops smaller than 5 µm take off

slower than predicted by this scaling and U tends to 0 as r approaches 1 µm, in agreement with

the cut-off radius of jumping measured on the same substrate in [22].

The inertio-capillary velocity is generally derived by considering that surface energy is trans-

ferred into kinetic energy, an argument that yields U = (3
[
2− 22/3

]
)1/2 U∗ ≈ 1.11U∗, denoting

U∗ =
√
γ/ρr. While we observe U scaling as r−1/2, this relation overestimates the observed speed

by a factor of order 5, as seen in Figure 2a where the law U = 1.11U∗ is drawn as a black solid

line. Mouterde et al. [32] showed that this discrepancy can be removed by expressing the balance

of forces during merging. Each droplet retracts at a velocity v ≈ r/τ , where τ ≈ 2
√
ρr3/γ is

the inertio-capillary duration of coalescence. Transfer of momentum can be written 2mU = mv

(denoting m = (4π/3)ρr3, the mass of each merging droplet), which yields U = U∗/4. This ve-

locity has the same scaling form as U∗, but its numerical coefficient is 1/4 instead of 1.11. The

best fit coefficient for the data in Figure 2a is 0.22, 10 % smaller than 1/4. A possible origin for

this slight discrepancy arises from the typical energy Ea = πr2γ sin2 θr(1 + cos θr) needed to de-

tach each droplet from the substrate. The corresponding momentum can be written Pa ≈ Eaτ/r,
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Figure 2. Jumping velocity resulting from the coalescence of two droplets. (a) Velocity U for
symmetric coalescence (ε > 0.95) as a function of the radius r of the two merging drops. Black line shows the
speed resulting from energy conservation (U = 1.11U∗) and red dashes correspond to U = 0.22U∗, denoting
U∗ =

√
γ/ρr. The red line shows the velocity U = (U∗/4) [α− 4.9Oh] where α = 1− 6 sin2 θr(1 + cos θr)

and Oh = η/
√
ργr is the Ohnesorge number with η the water viscosity. The coefficient 4.9 is close to

4 the one predicted in Eq. 1. (b) Jumping velocity of droplets after an asymmetric coalescence; U is
normalized by U∗ =

√
γ/ρr and plotted as a function of the degree of symmetry ε = r′/r. The three

sets of data correspond to three ranges for the larger radius: 2 µm < r ≤ 5 µm (red) corresponding to
0.08 ≤ Oh < 0.13, 5 µm < r ≤ 13 µm (blue) corresponding to 0.05 ≤ Oh < 0.08 and 13 µm < r ≤ 22 µm
(black) corresponding to 0.04 ≤ Oh < 0.05. The dashed line shows U/U∗ = ε5/2/2(1 + ε3) a function
given by momentum conservation and neglecting adhesion and viscous dissipation [32], which provides an
asymptotical behaviour for the data. Red, blue and black areas show Eq. 2 drawn with the corresponding
colours for each range of Ohnesorge numbers.

which modifies the takeoff velocity in U = (U∗/4)
[
1− 6 sin2 θr(1 + cos θr)

]
. A numerical coeffi-

cient of 0.22 corresponds to a receding angle of 154◦, a value comparable to the measured angle

θr = 157± 2◦. This small correction in coefficient suggests that water adhesion remains marginal

in our system.

Dashes in Figure 2a fairly match the data obtained at ”large” radius (r > 5 µm), which first

suggests that water remains in the Cassie state despite condensation even at microscales [22, 33].

Water nuclei growing within conical textures can be brought to the top of the surface by Laplace

pressure. A few nanodroplets might remain pinned within the forest of cones, which could explain

that the dotted line in Figure 2a slightly overestimates some data in this region. However, adhe-

sion remains marginal at both large and small scales, which explains that about 99 % of merging

microdroplets take off from nanocones arrays [22].

Conversely, the takeoff velocity U of droplets smaller than 5 µm strongly deviates from the dashes

in Figure 2a. In the absence of significant adhesion, we interpret this decrease in mobility by the

effect of viscosity. The flow during coalescence generates a dissipative force per droplet Fv ≈ η∆vΩ,

where η is the viscosity of water and Ω the droplet volume. Since ∆v scales as v/r2, we deduce

Fv ≈ (2πη/3)(γr/ρ)1/2, an expression that depends on both viscosity and radius. The resulting

loss of momentum Pv ≈ Fvτ is found to be (4π/3)ηr2. For r ≈ 5 µm and U ≈ 50 cm/s, the
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ratio Pv/mU is of order unity and it decreases as 1/
√
r, which suggests viscous dissipation as the

main cause of loss at microscales. This result qualitatively agrees with numerical simulations that

showed that water should be fully immobilized at a scale smaller than 300 nm [18, 24].

Taking losses into account, the momentum balance becomes: 2mU = mv − 2Pv − 2Pa, where the

factor 2 refers to the number of merging droplets. Hence we get a modified expression for the

jumping velocity U :

U ≈ U∗

4
[α− 4Oh] (1)

where we have introduced the Ohnesorge number Oh = η/(ργr)1/2 and where α = 1−6 sin2 θr(1+

cos θr) is a numerical coefficient close to unity at large θr. It is interesting to note that an energy

conservation argument leads to a normalized velocity U/U∗ scaling as
√

1−Oh [17, 19, 34], a

power law different from the one obtained with momentum transfer (Eq. 1). Eq. 1 is drawn in

Figure 2a (red solid line), where α ≈ 0.93 is not adjusted, since it corresponds to the measured

value θr = 157◦; yet we use to best fit the data a coefficient 4.9 instead of 4 in front of the

Ohnesorge number, which corrects the coefficient calculated with a scaling argument. We used

η = 1.62 mPa.s, ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and γ = 75.3 mN/m, all quantities considered for water at 3◦C.

Eq. 1 nicely captures the decrease of the departing velocity for r . 5 µm, i.e. for Oh & 0.1,

showing how viscosity affects the inertio-capillary kinetics. In addition, this expression predicts

a critical jumping radius of 1 µm and a maximum jumping velocity U for r ≈ 4 µm, in good

agreement with the experiments. For r ≥ 150 µm, the predicted velocity approaches U = 0.22U∗,

the asymptotic behaviour drawn with a dotted line.

Asymmetrical merging

Condensing droplets are often asymmetric when they merge, due to the randomness of the con-

densation process. In Figure 2b, we plot the reduced takeoff velocity U/U∗ as a function of the

degree of symmetry ε = r′/r, for different radii r varying 2 µm and 22 µm which makes Ohnesorge

number vary between 0.13 and 0.04. We observe that U/U∗ is sensitive both to the Ohnesorge

number Oh (as expressed by Eq. 1), and to the parameter ε: the larger the asymmetry (that is, the

smaller ε), the slower the takeoff. A change in ε by typically 25 % modifies the jumping velocity by

a factor 2. Hence, asymmetry impacts the dynamics of jumping much more than adhesion (found

in Eq. 1 to decrease U by only 7 %). For simplicity here, we analyze asymmetry effects by taking

α = 1 (negligible adhesion). In addition, if we also neglect viscosity, we can write the transfer of

momentum as (m+m′)U = m′v′, denoting v′ ≈ r′/τ ′ and τ ′ ≈ 2
√
ρr′3/γ as the merging velocity

and time of the smaller droplet. This yields U = U∗ε5/2/2(1 + ε3) [32], a prediction drawn with
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a dashed line in Figure 2b. This behavior is found to capture asymptotically the data at large r

(black symbols). Smaller droplets are slower, which we understand mostly as a consequence of

the viscous dissipation described above. We generalize Eq. 1 to the case of asymmetric merging

by rewriting the momentum balance as: (m + m′)U = m′v′ − P ′v − Pv, using the same notations

as previously. On the one hand, we have P ′v ≈ F ′vτ
′, where the viscous force F ′v ≈ η∆v′Ω′ is

integrated over the merging time τ ′. On the other hand, we assume Pv = P ′v because the small

drop induces fluid motion in the large one at its own scale, as shown in simulations by Eiswirth

et al. [35]. Hence, we get an analytical expression for the jumping velocity U in an asymmetric

configuration:

U ≈ U∗
[

ε5/2

2(1 + ε3)
− 2Oh

ε2

1 + ε3

]
(2)

Despite the small size of droplets, the Ohnesorge number Oh = η/(ργr)1/2 remains small (< 0.2),

so that U/U∗ simply increases with ε at fixed r, and with r at fixed ε, as observed in Figure

2b. As asymmetry vanishes (ε → 1), Eq. 2 reduces to Eq. 1 (with α = 1 since we neglected

adhesion). Drawn in Figure 2b for three ranges of increasing radii that is, three ranges of Oh (red,

blue and black areas), Eq. 2 is observed to show a fair agreement with the data. More generally, it

describes how the conjunction of asymmetry and microscale affects drop departure, a key feature

for understanding and tailoring the efficiency of antifogging materials.

Droplet flight and landing

After takeoff, drops follow quasi-vertical paths (Figure 1c) until falling back to the substrate. We

discuss here the flight of microdrops (r ≤ 17 µm) formed after coalescence. We denote their radius

as R = (r3 + r′3)1/3 (volume conservation), and we report in Figure 3a the temporal evolution z(t)

for a drop with radius R = 12.9 ± 0.7 µm departing at U = 29 ± 2 cm/s. The function z(t) is

observed to be highly asymmetric. While the ascending phase occupies 20 % of the flight time, the

descending phase takes much longer, a consequence of the action of air viscosity at microscales.

This friction is also responsible for the modest maximum height (H = 740 µm) reached by the drop

after less than 6 ms. The Reynolds number in air is Re = ρaUR/ηa, with U the jumping velocity,

ρa and ηa the air density and viscosity. At microscales, Re is smaller than unity and Stokes drag

F = 6πηaRż is the main source of friction [24]. Hence, the successive phases of rise and descent

can be expressed by a balance between drag, inertia and gravity which yields the speed ż as a

function of time t:

ż(t) = (U + gτa)e−t/τa − gτa (3)

where the braking time τa is equal to (2/9)ρR2/ηa [36]. Microdrops ballistics markedly differs from
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that of drops larger than 100 µm. For these, the drag force becomes negligible, which classically

yields the parabolic motion resulting from a balance between inertia and gravity. The inset in

Figure 3a shows it for a drop with radius R = 287 ± 3 µm departing at U = 11 ± 1 cm/s, together

with its parabolic fit drawn in red.
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Figure 3. Flight of departing drops after takeoff. (a) Vertical trajectory z(t) of a drop with radius
R = 12.9 ± 0.7 µm after its ejection at a velocity U = 29 ± 2 cm/s. Inset: same plot for a drop with
radius R = 287 ± 3 µm departing at U = 11 ± 2 cm/s. The function z(t) is nicely fitted by a parabola
(red solid line). (b) Maximum measured height H reached during flight as a function of radius R. The
dashed line represents the theoretical height H = Uτa − gτ2a ln(1 +U/gτa). (c) Absolute terminal velocity
V as a function of radius R. The dashed line corresponds to the velocity given by the equilibrium between
gravity and Stokes drag, V = (2/9)ρgR2/ηa.

From our observations, we can also extract a useful, practical quantity, namely the maximum height

H reached by the drop and plotted in Figure 3b [27–29]. Integrating Eq. 3 yields z(t) = τa(U +

gτa)(1− e−t/τa)− gτat, whose maximum is:

H = Uτa − gτ2a ln(1 +
U

gτa
) (4)

The main parameter in the latter equation is the radius R, both contained in the departing velocity

U (Eq. 1) and in the braking time τa (Eq. 3). At microscales, τa is small so that H increases

with R, as R3/2. Eq. 4 predicts that H(R) reaches a maximum around R ≈ 50 µm, a size larger

than that of condensing drops. Drawn with a dashed line in Figure 3b without adjustable param-

eter, Eq. 4 nicely describes the data. In the presence of a wind, in the range of 1-10 m/s, the

air boundary layer at a centimeter size solid surface expelling dew has a thickness of about 100

µm, showing that most drops can escape this layer and be entrained by the wind - an interesting

property if the substrate is horizontal for avoiding the redeposition of dew. For vertical substrates,

H is the typical distance of ejection, after which droplets can fall under the action of gravity. This

quantity is also useful to size the so-called phase-change thermal diodes (rectifying heat transfer

[37]) by fixing the maximum gap for which jumping drops can be collected by a solid plate above

the jumping stage.

On descent, drops quickly reach their terminal velocity V , plotted in Figure 3c as a function of the
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radius R and compared with the prediction V = gτa (dashed line). The fit is convincing except

at small radius (R ≤ 8 µm) where V can be as much as ten times larger than predicted. This

discrepancy may originate from a charge effect [38] adding an electrostatic attractive contribution

to the force balance, which is dominant at small substrate distances (i.e. at small R). This supple-

mentary attraction is found to become significant at a distance of about 200 µm, which corresponds

(in Figure 3b) to a radius of about 7.5 µm, the size below which the gravitational prediction does

not apply.

Droplets finally return to the substrate, which they impact at the velocity V . We study the land-

ing for both condensed drops (2.7 µm ≤ R ≤ 22.7 µm and 2 cm/s ≤ V ≤ 15 cm/s) and water

sprayed onto the surface (25 µm ≤ R ≤ 160 µm and 2 cm/s ≤ V ≤ 100 cm/s), and report in

Figure 4 the behaviour of drops after impact: either they bounce (green data), as expected on a

repellent material, or they stick (red data split between sprayed (squares) and condensed droplets

(empty circles)). Only drops with large size R and velocity V are observed to bounce. Conversely,

none of the droplets formed by condensation get reflected by the material from which they were

ejected: dew repellency is found to be more demanding than dew ejection, which we now comment.
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Figure 4. Phase diagram of droplets at landing. The drop radius and velocity are denoted as R
and V . Green color indicates bouncing and red color indicates sticking. Dots and squares mean that drops
are made from condensation or from a spray, respectively. The solid line expresses the balance between
adhesion and inertia (Eq. 5). The dashed line represents the threshold of bouncing dictated by viscosity,
V ∗ ≈ η/ρR.

Our experiments probe the very unusual situation of microdrops impacting a solid at a small

velocity (red circles). The corresponding Reynolds number Re = ρRV/η is of order unity or even

smaller. Therefore, even in the limit of a strictly non-adhesive material (θr = 180◦), drops should

stick when the viscous dissipation at impact exceeds the kinetic energy. Re = 1 provides the

threshold V ∗ = η/ρR above which we leave this regime. This frontier is marked with a dashed line

in Figure 4 and it is found to enclose all the data for dew. Being above this dashed line does no
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guarantee bouncing either. The Weber number We = ρV 2R/γ controlling liquid deformation at

impact in this domain remains modest, on the order of 0.1. Hence, for the sake of simplicity we

consider that impacting water contacts the substrate with a radius of order R, with a contact line

dissipation of order πR2γ(1 + cos θr). Drops will stick if this quantity exceeds the kinetic energy

at impact 2πR3ρV 2/3. The balance between these two energies yields a minimum velocity V ∗

required for repellency:

V ∗ ≈
√

3γ

2ρR
(1 + cos θr) (5)

Drawn with a solid line in Figure 4, Eq. 5 nicely captures the frontier between bouncing and

sticking. More generally, if we model the behaviour of droplets after ejection using Eq. 3, we

find gτa > V ∗ as a criterion for bouncing. Both the dependencies of τa and V ∗ with R being

known, we deduce a minimum radius for bouncing R∗ =
[
243 η2a γ (1 + cos θr)/8ρ

3g2
]1/5

, a quan-

tity around 60 µm. Such drops are larger than that obtained after condensation which confirms

the unability of condensed drops to bounce. It may seem surprising that an antifogging surface

is unable to reflect the water ejected from it, but this is mainly a consequence of their slowness

at impact. The only possibility for such a drop to bounce is to meet another one at impact [39, 40].

In summary, we have provided quantitative measurements of the jumping velocity of coalescing

droplets with radii ranging from 1 µm to 1 mm. Experiments at small scales were made possible by

the use of highly non-adhesive materials, which enables water to remain mobile even at microscale.

We report that the jumping velocity obeys the classical inertio-capillary scaling down to 5 µm,

below which strong deviations are observed and interpreted as a consequence of viscous dissipation.

The asymmetry of merging is shown to be another cause of reduced jumping efficiency. We char-

acterized the flight, maximum height, descent kinetics and landing of jumping microdroplets. Air

viscosity rapidly stops ejected drops that later fall so slowly that they cannot bounce after impact.

Our findings might help to design new antifogging properties where condensation produces drops

large enough to be efficiently evacuated from the surface. The coupling of this motion with a lateral

wind would be interesting to study, as well as the case where drops take off with solid particles

(contamination or ballistospore) [41–44]. Another natural development of this study would be to

understand how more than two drops merging on the surface are ejected.
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